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Introduction
They say change is the only constant in life and don’t we know it! How do you keep pace
with the many ways travel and travellers are changing? As technology and medicine
advances, people are travelling more readily. While we only need to watch the news for a
reminder about the increased volatility in our world. These changes expose your
employees to higher levels of risk, which is where we can help.
At World Travel Protection, we assist organisations to minimise the health, safety and security risks to their employees
before, during and after travel. Each year we:
 Support more than 3.8 million travellers with our services.
 Manage more than 40,000 overseas emergency medical assistance cases.
 Coordinate, manage and effect more than 400 medical repatriations and evacuations.
We recognise that no two organisations are the same. That’s why we work with you to select only the services you and your
employees need.
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Tailoring our plan to your people
These days, it is not enough for leading organisations to simply meet operational and
business travel requirements. Your people expect an additional level of corporate service
and care. This expectation extends to their travel experiences.
To cater for the growing demand for specialised travel services, we offer a comprehensive range of products and services
that work alongside our core services.
If you are looking to extend your duty of care as well as meet usual requirements, you can tailor these services. At the end of
this brochure, we have provided an example of several packages (see recommended packages) as a guide only.
We can work with you to select the appropriate services or you can start to review the available options outlined in the
following pages.

How to customise your corporate protection plan in 5 simple steps:
1 Consider your duty of care obligations as well as
convenience, wellness and lifestyle options.

2 Assess who is travelling and their intended destinations.

3 Review how to best prepare and protect them.

4 Select from our comprehensive range of services.

5 Be assured knowing your employees are ready to travel.
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Our holistic approach to travel
services
Travel is as easy as 1, 2, 3. Right? We know that’s not the case and we also understand
that a journey doesn’t start and end at an airport. Our holistic approach to travel considers
both pre, during and post-travel activity to ensure the health and safety of all travellers.
Once a traveller has departed, there are three valuable considerations for your organisation’s risk management program. It is
important to ensure that:
1.

Your business travellers have access to information about security or health events that may occur or escalate while
they are away. This helps them avoid situations that may put them at risk.

2.

Systems and tracking are in place so that travellers can be located should an event occur in their vicinity. This means
you can verify they are ok and provide immediate assistance and advice.

3.

Your business travellers have access to an experienced medical and technical assistance team 24 hours a day, 7 days
per week. This can help them manage health issues from the flu to serious injury.

We ensure our services cover:
Pre-Travel
Resources and readiness to
help travellers prepare
physically and
psychologically for their
next journey.

During Travel
Monitoring, advice and
support to help travellers
stay well on the go.

Post-Travel
Courtesy check-in to assess
traveller’s welfare, providing
porter-style service and
follow-up with a GP if
necessary.
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Our core services
With a medical heartbeat, core assistance services reside at the centre of all we do. It
represents the essence of who we are.
Our team of more than 280 doctors, registered nurses, psychologists, clinicians, case managers and support professionals
operate seven days, 24 hours each day. They provide a high standard of care, responding to the cries for help we receive
from travellers who are sick, injured or traumatised around the world.
Our core services include:

Emergency Medical and Travel Assistance
MEDICAL

TECHNICAL

CLAIMS

Return of mortal remains

Business continuity – resource
assistance

Subrogation and recovery

Crisis response and plan management
Medical monitoring
Repatriation and evacuations
Cost containment and bill
verification

Lost document and ticket assistance
Liaising with family, lawyer, doctor or
Consulate

Medical assessment and claims
review

Emergency cash advance and
transfers

Directional care

Relay urgent messages and consular
liaison

24 hour emergency contact

Emergency flight and hotel booking

Guarantee of payment (GOP) for
hospitals

Baggage assistance

Crisis response and plan management

Fraud investigation

Sending family to injured and unwell
On demand interpretation
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International Assistance Group (IAG)
We are an integral part of the International Assistance Group. This is
the world’s largest assistance organisation with a global presence of
36 partners and 47 medical call centres providing life-saving,
emergency assistance—medical, health and other personal assistance
services. IAG has around 76 million beneficiaries worldwide. For your
travellers, this means no matter where they are in the world, via this
network, can reach and help them

Australian Council on Healthcare Standards (ACHS)
This affiliation offers quality improvement, lower risk of error and
extended costly LOS, a clinical indicator program, and less medical
incidents. Overall, this means lower cost and better quality outcomes,
plus a higher standard of care for your travellers.
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Our care extends to
Our service extends beyond the basic duty of care. We can help you provide a stronger
level of care, comfort and convenience for your travellers.
You’ll find further details about each of these categories in the following pages.

We provide global connectivity, briefings, alerts and advisory warnings, SOS distress
calling and tracking, as well as rapid deployment and personal protection services.
Benefit: A priceless level of safety for travellers.

SECURITY
Pre, during and post-travel services, including vaccination support, medical
assessments, counselling and mobile telemedicine.
Benefit: An extended level of medical care.

MEDICAL
Our travel education for employees includes pre-travel briefings, advisory webinars
and fact sheets.

TRAVEL INFORMATION

Benefit: Awareness and information to make informed and safe decisions, thus
reducing the risk of incidents.

Concierge service from restaurant bookings to lifestyle experiences.
Benefit: Improved comfort and wellbeing.

LIFESTYLE
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SECURITY

Security
Our security services add a priceless level of safety for travellers. We’re agile, resourceful and proactive in an increasingly
dynamic, turbulent and changing world. One of the immense challenges for organisations in reducing travel risk is being able
to communicate effectively and efficiently with their people. World Travel Protection offers this connectivity on a global
scale. We can also provide briefings, alerts and advisory warnings, SOS distress calling and tracking, as well as rapid
deployment and personal protection services.

Global SIM

Wi-Fi Hybrid
Connectivity

World Travel
Protection
Security APP

Travel Tracker
- Itinerarybased
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SECURITY
Global SIM
Global SIM is a pre-paid, roaming SIM card, which comes with automatic top-up and offers cost-effective call and data rates
for travellers, in up to 190 countries.
There is another major advantage: We can track travellers who have a Global SIM. This means we can locate and contact
them directly at moment’s notice if there is an emergency in their geo-location, rather than relying on itinerary-based travel
tracking. This is a unique and useful service that we offer to help keep our business clients travelling.

Features and benefits include:
 No hidden charges – no activation fee, no flag fall.
 Great rates on calls, SMS and data when your customers travel.

PARIS 2015 CASE STUDY

 Prepaid - so customers are in complete control of how much they
spend.

When the terrorist attack occurred in
Paris on 13 November 2015, we were
immediately able to see which of our
travellers were in the vicinity. We sent
messages to them, checking on their
safety and welfare, while also providing
advice.

 The SIM works in most recent mobiles and tablets.
 Rates available in up to 190 countries.
 Quick access to Cover-More medical assistance.
 SMS credit updates after each call.
 Access to the web means access to social media, email, travel apps
and more.
 24/7 customer support.
 Free postage and handling.

Suitable for:
Employees who book outside of corporate travel agents, undertake
spontaneous side trips or are on extended trips, which may include
further onward travel or unscheduled stopovers. It is also ideal for
younger travellers with modest budgets or who wish to avoid the high
costs of data roaming.

We identified 55 Global SIM users as
being in France. Twenty of these
travellers were within the Paris area in
the 24-hour period prior to the attacks.
We reached all via text, quickly verified
their safety and wellbeing and
automatically ‘topped-up’ any
travellers with a low credit balance on
their phone to ensure they could
contact their families.

Specs:
Global SIM provides access to multiple carriers in most countries, so
clients can select the best carrier when they arrive at their destination.
Some key networks include:
 T-Mobile (USA)
 EE and Vodafone (United Kingdom)
 Vodafone, Three, Wind and Orange (Europe)
 Optus (Australia)
 Spark and Vodafone (New Zealand)
 Rogers (Canada).
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SECURITY
Wi-Fi Hybrid Connectivity
The World Travel Protection Wi-Fi APP will provide close and constant connectivity, ensuring a smoother and more
frictionless travelling experience. With more than 61 million hotspots globally, it’s never been easier or more inexpensive to
remain connected.

Features and benefits include:
 Connects customers to unlimited data in more than 120 countries across over 61 million hotspots.
 Allows World Travel Protection to locate clients and proactively contact them in an emergency.
 Geo-location allows for targeted marketing for partners.
 360-degree, real-time visibility across all products allowing businesses to locate and secure its people globally.
 Supported by 24/7 customer support and access to World Travel Protection.

Suitable for:
All outbound travellers who want to stay connected with colleagues and loved ones and ensure that they are alerted in an
emergency.
Organisations that wish to accurately locate and engage with staff and customers, ensuring a high-level of duty of care.

Specs:
A white-label turnkey platform is available.
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SECURITY
World Travel Protection Security APP
Designed to inform travellers of current security threats during their trip, this APP also offers additional protection through
live tracking. Effectively, the World Travel Protection Security APP turns any mobile into a personnel-tracking platform.

Features and benefits include:
•

Pre-travel security, health and other useful information about the countries, regions and cities that travellers plan to
visit. This information is provided via an interactive Global map.

•

During travel, real time security alerts pushed to their phone.

•

SOS alerts sent to family, friends and our Medical Assistance team, to pinpoint their location on a Global map and to
track them until they turn off the alert.

•

Check-in via the app so that family and friends know that they have arrived safely at their destination.

•

Click to call functionality, which allows them to easily and quickly call our Medical Assistance team for help.

•

Solace Global security and emergency expertise, provided to them if required after first speaking to our Medical
Assistance team.

Suitable for:
All travellers from business to leisure, novice to seasoned to ensure peace of mind and access to security information on the
go.

Specs
•

A cellular reception or mobile tower links to their phone when accessing their telecommunications carrier network.

•

SOS alarm activates the geo-tracking functionality of the user’s
phone.

•

Delivered in partnership with Solace.
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SECURITY
Travel Tracker – Itinerary-based
Travel Tracker helps you mitigate the ever-increasing travel risks. For example, if bookings are made to high-risk destinations,
the itinerary-based Travel Tracker can warn you as well as send detailed advice to the traveller. You can then ensure the
appropriate security procedures are in place.
This online application allows you to access your people’s travel data easily through a user-friendly interface. It allows you to
locate individuals or groups by name, location, carrier and/or hotel. This means you can immediately view the scheduled
whereabouts of your entire travelling team.

Features and benefits include:
For internal travel, security and risk managers:
 Access to breaking security news and risk matrix to view the situation
in any country at a glance.
 Ability to manage travellers including view of their locations,
itineraries and contact details.
 Option to set alert triggers and communicate with individuals or
groups of travellers.
 Manually activated and automatically triggered SMS/email alerts and
phone assistance from World Travel Protection.
 Option to activate a travel time limit on the group (e.g. for 6 months)
so you can communicate directly with a project team or group
through the online platform during that time.
 Reports for individuals, groups, the organisation, or specific regions.
 Whenever a significant event occurs, our team also logs in and alerts
you with the location of all of your travellers.
Travellers can sign up for real-time alerts via the World Travel Protection
website. Alerts include:
 Security alerts e.g. terrorist incident or significant threat, hijacking
 Assassination, kidnapping, abduction, hostage, hijacking
 Protest, civil unrest, coup or declaration of war
 Imposed curfews
 Unnatural hazard, e.g. oil or chemical spill
 Health alert, e.g. disease outbreak
 Environmental danger, e.g. storm, tsunami, earthquake, volcano, fire, state of emergency etc.

Suitable for:
Employees or students travelling overseas or deployed for business or educational assignments.

Specs:
An online app allowing secure access to your employees’ travel data through a user-friendly interface.
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MEDICAL

Medical
Our extended level of medical care enables greater peace of mind and enables you to support your employees’ pre, during
and post-travel. Our products and services include vaccination support, medical assessments, counselling and mobile
telemedicine.

Registered Nurse
consultation

Medical travel
companion

Travel GP

Onsite inoculations
and vaccinations

Employee
Assistance Program

First aid kits

Comprehensive
crisis assistance and
management plan

Travel assessments
Would you like to check your employees are certified ‘fit to travel’ before embarking on a journey? Our travel assessments
with a Registered Nurse or Travel GP offer a strong measure of comfort and may assist in preventing any unnecessary
downtime due to medical issues.
Our team can provide an evaluation of any employee or group journey and the trip in terms of its appropriateness for any
traveller given their medical history or any existing conditions. For example, will walking the Kokoda trail be suitable? Should
they travel during winter months with their chronic airways disease?
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MEDICAL
Registered Nurse consultation
A Registered Nurse can assess your employees’ existing medical conditions to ensure they are fit for travel and to help them
plan any necessary preventative care.

Features and benefits include:
 Conducted face-to-face by a registered nurse.
 Advice on medical travel strategies such as taking prescribed medications through different time zones, DVT prevention,
dietary suggestions, advisory points for any insulin pump on route and management plans for asthma.
 Reduced risk of health events during travel.

Suitable for:
Health-conscious travellers or those with chronic or complex medical conditions that require ongoing management and
specific treatment protocols.
Also useful for travellers wishing to undertake a general screening of their own fitness to travel.

Specs:
 Through our medical network, we coordinate a local registered nurse
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MEDICAL
Travel GP
Tele/video appointments with a Travel GP for each of your traveller’s pre, during and post travel needs.
Pre-Travel consultations
Can confirm the types of inoculations and vaccinations or prophylactic medications, which a traveller may require before
travelling. Travellers can also discuss any current medications or conditions that may be of concern.
During Travel consultations
We can connect your employees with an Australian-based and Australian-registered GP if our medical assistance team
believes that is the best way to help them.
If faced with a non-urgent medical issue, this helps them to get back on their feet sooner and return to their trip or work
placement. Our service assists in removing the challenges associated with tackling foreign languages or health facilities.
Our experience shows that many of the diagnoses result in travellers being treated with over-the-counter medication,
which avoids the inconvenience and upfront expense of visiting a local medical facility.
Post-Travel consultations
Follow-up on medical diagnoses and recovery if this has been identified in pre and during travel consultations.

Features and benefits include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Prescriptions can be provided for any recommended or essential medications during travel.
Travellers can attend their local GP to receive any recommended inoculations, most of which will be available on
Medicare.
Speaking to a familiar-sounding voice or a qualified doctor registered, practising and based in Australia can provide
comfort to travellers.
Clear, simple advice and guidance with medicine, including referral to a medical practitioner locally, if required.
We help source the most suitable medical facility nearest to them, if required.
If necessary, we can interface an accredited translator or interpreter live on the call to ensure the transfer of information
is correct and complete, and all parties present have a clear understanding of the advice provided and the questions
asked between patient and doctor.
Ability to share information or injuries via photo when travelling.

Suitable for:
All travellers in any location to clarify conditions, next steps and provide reassurance at any time.

Specs:
We coordinate this service on-demand at any time of the day. We can arrange call-backs to your traveller’s phone or hotel
within an hour.
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MEDICAL
Onsite inoculations and vaccinations
If you have a group travelling at the same time or to the same region, we can arrange for a fully qualified, registered nurse
who is specialised in venepuncture to attend your workplace to provide inoculations or vaccinations to any nominated
travellers.
We can discuss specific or appropriate requirements for your travellers in terms of flu injections, tetanus, hepatitis or
conditions that affect certain groups or ages, like shingles in persons aged over 50.
The consultation can also consider whether any new or additional prescriptions are required for existing medications to
ensure the traveller has sufficient stock or quantity on hand for their travel.

Features and benefits include:
 Confidence that entire teams are inoculated sufficiently for their destination.
 Convenience – we come to your workplace.

Suitable for:
 Medium to large teams.
 Group assignments.

Specs:
World Travel Protection coordinates a local registered nurse through our medical network.
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MEDICAL
First aid kits
Having a first aid kit while travelling is more than a handy resource. It can prove instrumental in handling common ailments
or simple medical issues.
We can assemble and deliver tailored first aid kits to you. You may even wish to obtain further ‘prescribed’ medications from
your Travel GP to address specific issues and to ensure any regulated and PBS-subsidised medicines are authorised for crossborder movements. Our kits contain all essential items from dressings and bandages to burn-aid gels, CPR face shields,
antibiotics and even a digital thermometer.

Features and benefits include:
 Compact travel-sized kits.
 Meets requirements for carry-on luggage.
 Easy reference pocket for World Travel Protection contact details and to hold medical records.

Suitable for:
All travellers, including people visiting remote locations or travelling with infants.

Specs:
 Dimensions: 190 x 125 x 70
 Inclusions: Specially curated kits containing more than 30 individual items as selected by our medical experts in
partnership with St John Ambulance.
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MEDICAL
Medical travel companion
We can arrange for a medical travel companion to assist people with their travel needs—from a local domestic trip to a
complex international journey. All of our companions are experienced nannies, nurses or paramedics who have undertaken a
rigorous selection process. They have experience with and understand the complexities of, individuals or families travelling
with children, elderly, and those people with a disability or mental health challenges.

Features and benefits include:
 Escort to and from airports or hospitals.
 Being met airside while in transit.
 Companion service for an entire trip.

Suitable for:
Employees who are positioned on longer-term assignments or overseas postings and wish to arrange for an elderly relative to
visit, but do not have the time or medical expertise to escort them on the flight and families travelling with small children.

Specs:
Note the actual labour and flight costs would be borne by either the employer or the individual employee.
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MEDICAL
Employee Assistance Program
Our sister company, Davidson Trahaire Corpsych (DTC) is a long-standing national provider of employee assistance (EAP),
critical incident, training and health and wellbeing services. They are the leading national EAP provider throughout the Asia
Pacific and have supported employees and organisations across Australia and internationally since 1998.
Impressively, they currently support an employee population of over 1.5 million workers from more than 2,000 organisations
and have achieved well-referenced success in the provision of EAP counselling and critical incident management across
Australia and around the world.

Features and benefits include:
 Access to onsite or telephonic trauma counselling
 24/7 access
 Trauma response counselling model, with ongoing support as needed

Suitable for:
Customers requiring the support of our qualified, accredited counsellors in the unfortunate event they are exposed to a
traumatic incident whilst travelling overseas. Our 24/7 dedicated team of psychologists and social workers will ensure the
customer is provided the support they require to support them throughout their traumatic experience.

Specs:
Initial trauma counselling consult, one subsequent follow-up. Additional services thereafter, as required following approval.
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MEDICAL
Comprehensive crisis assistance and management plan
Our Comprehensive Crisis Plan provides time-sensitive advice and coordinated in-country crisis assistance for nine (9) specific
risks that directly impact – or have the potential to impact – your employees. These are risks usually excluded from cover
under most standard travel insurance policies:
 Terrorism
 Political threats
 Natural disasters
 Blackmail or extortion
 Violent crimes
 Disappearances of persons
 Hijacks
 Kidnaps for ransom
 Wrongful detentions.

Features and benefits include:
Depending on the situation, our Comprehensive Crisis Plan offers:
 Up to $250,000 per person, per covered response in crisis consulting expenses and up to a further $50,000 per person,
per covered response in additional expenses.
 Rapid-response teams and dedicated Crisis Managers deployed globally within 24 hours.
 Experienced security personnel for field rescue, shelter in place and ground evacuations.
 Nationally recognised crisis communications teams.
 Highly experienced kidnap-for-ransom and extortion-response specialists.
 Emergency-message relay to family member or employers.
 Point-in-time geographic threat information.
 Access to private aviation fleet with capacity for aircraft to be launched in as little as 60 minutes.

Suitable for:
Travellers to high-risk destinations or individuals who require additional protection.

Specs:
Developed in consultation with you following an assessment of your organisation’s obligations and overall risk management
strategy.
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TRAVEL INFORMATION

Travel Information
Knowledge and awareness are increasingly important for travellers. Our travel education for employees includes pre-travel
briefings, advisory webinars and fact sheets. Our aim is to equip your workforce with information to make informed and safe
decisions while travelling, thus reducing the risk of incidents.

Pre-travel briefings
and seminars

Pre-trip advisory
webinars and
learning modules

General nutritional
advice, travel and
safety resources

With education, you can better prepare travellers to understand, avoid and manage potential risks at their intended
destination(s). This education usually includes health risks, including required and recommended precautions such as
vaccinations, first aid supplies and risks to personal safety through crime, civil unrest, natural disasters and the like.
We are cognisant that businesses and organisations face a raft of health and safety obligations arising from the general duty
of care imposed on them by law. We can help you manage this obligation. Our range of services ensures that you can
undertake clear and adequate precautionary measures to best prepare your employees for any overseas work or study
assignment.
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TRAVEL INFORMATION
Pre-travel briefings and seminars
We can provide experienced personnel (medical, risk management or both) to facilitate presentations and seminar briefings
at your place of work. These briefings can be tailored to your needs.

Features and benefits include:
 Outline of key issues or likely risks in the affected areas of travel (destination specific).
 Handy hints and tips for travelling based on our extensive, real-life experience with handling cases in particular regions or
countries, including observance of any cultural issues and local customs.
 Common ailments and health risks that could impact travellers to certain countries. For instance, immune system
reactions from exposure to certain ‘street food’ or ‘sanitation’ issues, and how best to handle or treat, guidance notes on
how to manage jet lag, travel exhaustion and fatigue.
 Handy phrases in key foreign languages to bridge language barriers and ensure your travellers respect the locals. For
instance, knowing key words to ensure that anyone with a food allergy or intolerance is able to communicate they have a
peanut allergy or wheat intolerance, or ask for access to the toilet or the nearest public telephone or police station.

Suitable for:
 Travellers to high-risk business destinations or on longer-term overseas placement.
 Independent or solo travellers wishing to gain a stronger understanding of the issues in remote or regional areas.

Specs:
We coordinate subject matter experts in medical and/or risk through our medical and security network.
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TRAVEL INFORMATION
Pre-trip advisory webinars and learning modules
We have a series of online e-learning modules and webinars that cover key information relevant to travellers. We presently
have six (6) standalone modules on each of the following topics:

Health Issues and
Malaria Awareness
course

Travel Essentials: A
safety foundation
course

Incident Response:
Responding to serious
events

Road Awareness: Road
safety course

My Travel: Personal
preparation for travel

Destination Upskilling:
Up-to-date destination
training

Features and benefits include:
 Engaging learning prior to travel.
 Easy to access for all staff.

Suitable for:
Travellers in the business and educational sectors as part of ensuring you provide them with adequate travel readiness
training as part of your duty of care.

Specs:
Contact your account manager to confirm pricing and order, or to arrange a trial of the platform.
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TRAVEL INFORMATION
General nutritional advice, travel and safety resources
With 30 years’ of experience assisting travellers, we have acquired a wealth of knowledge about how to travel well. We can
provide online security intelligence through our website via an API feed. This information is available for our customers via a
secure login to our corporate portal, which will provide access to security intelligence as well as our pre-travel health risk
information.
Our resident nutritionist and security consultants detail handy hints and travel tips to keep you safe and to promote wellness
during travel. The content is simple, succinct and an excellent resource for travellers in before, during and post-travel.

Features and benefits include:
 Access to up-to-date, expert travel knowledge.
 Online security intelligence information.
 Pre-travel health risk and wellness resources.

Suitable for:
All travellers and particularly people who wish to proactively maintain their health and wellbeing while travelling.

Specs:
Online resource including fact sheets specific to various destinations and travel types. Accessed via the World Travel
Protection portal using a specific login.
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LIFESTYLE

Lifestyle
Perfect for busy professionals and staff, our concierge service offers a personal assistant at the end of the phone or email.
From arranging restaurant bookings to lifestyle experiences, their aim is to improve your staff’s comfort and wellbeing while
travelling and support your employee value proposition.

Access to
useful travel
items

Luxe City
Guides

Concierge
services

Trackable
luggage tags
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LIFESTYLE
Access to useful travel items
World Travel Protection holds strategic alliances with key providers of essential services and retailers who sell ‘must haves’
that can make travel more productive or enjoyable.
Items available:
ESSENTIALS

Travel adapters, money belts, identity protection, first aid and travel kits, in-flight
hydration items

KEY TRAVEL SUPPORT
ITEMS

PowerBanks to support extended battery life while away from main supply; USB flash
drives and camera memory cards; GPS-tracking bag tags to monitor checked-in luggage;
and spare USB cables

RECOMMENDED

Guidebooks and Learn Language handbooks to assist with asking for directions or help, or
to start and hold conversations

COMFORTS

Noise-cancelling Headphones, Fitbit, GoPro Cameras and UE boom box

Features and benefits include:
 Delivered conveniently to your office or home, or university campuses.
 Specific to your traveller’s destination and travel assignment.

Suitable for:
Business, leisure, student and seasoned travellers.

Specs:
Via our concierge, your employees can arrange for these items to be sent to them before they travel.
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LIFESTYLE
Luxe City Guides
Luxe City Guides provide sightseeing and city information, from hotels and restaurants to activity recommendations. These
excellent resources can help your travellers to navigate new cities and enjoy the experience. Presented in a smart and simple
fashion, you can access the Guides via our portal – what an amazing way to optimise travel through cities like Rome, Paris,
Madrid, London, New York, Seoul, Hong Kong and Tokyo.

Features and benefits include:
 6,000 individual recommendations across Shopping, Eating & Drinking, Private Tours, Spa & Beauty categories.
 Accommodation, activities and in-destination services.
 Easily accessible via the World Travel Protection portal.
 35 Independent curators from a global network of contributors that love and know well the city they live in.
 Local knowledge so you can find those places only a local knows about.
 Up-to-date recommendations constantly curated, giving you the freshest intel.

Suitable for:
Any traveller seeking access to a credible source of information to familiarise themselves with a city.

Specs:
Accessed via the World Travel Protection portal using a specific login.
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LIFESTYLE
Concierge services
We understand that the wellbeing of your employees while away from their usual network of loved ones is also about
providing them with sufficient access to restful and recreational activities—helping them to stay healthy, energised and
inspired. This is why we deliver an infinite range of concierge and lifestyle services tailored to the needs of our clients.

Features and benefits include:
 An experienced support team available 24 hours a day.
 We can handle last minute requests.
 We can easily handle a multitude of requests to support:
LIFESTYLE

Theatre tickets, sporting events, concert tickets, gift ideas and purchasing, golf
tee times, car services, restaurant recommendations and reservations.

BUSINESS

Travel arrangements, private tours, trips and last-minute reservations.

HOME

Pet care, house sitting, child-minding services and elderly parent in-home or
residential care.

Suitable for:
Executive and business, seasoned and savvy travellers whose busy schedules require extra assistance to ensure they stay
well.

Specs:
See our website for more information and join our live Click-2-Chat.
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LIFESTYLE
Trackable Luggage Tags
These tags are an effective and pragmatic way to track your lost luggage, ensuring it is returned to you as quickly and
efficiently as possible.

Features and benefits include:
 Designed to enable baggage handlers, airlines and airport personnel to expedite the bag tracing process.
 Can protect traveller’s bags when standard airline tags become detached or destroyed.

Suitable for:
All travellers.

Specs:
 Delivered in partnership with SITA World Tracer via their global baggage management system.
 Each bag has a unique identifier that interfaces with IATA and the SITA World Tracer Baggage Management System.
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